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K. Tsuj

AvaLanche rnultiplication occured in amorphous selenium (a-Se) sandwich
ce1ls at electric fields higher than 8xLO)V/cn. ELectron and hole
ionization rates ( c and B ), which are obtained from the thickness dependence
of the multiplication factor, have single exponential dependence on the
reciprocal field. Ttre excess noise factor was estimated to be smal1 because
of the large ratio of p to o.
An avalanche type image pick up tube wtrich
has the a-Se photoconductive target hras fabricated, and extremely higily
sensitivity (the quantum efficiency greater than 10) !f,as achieved. It also
is found that the avalanche urultiplication
in a-Se occurs uniformly over
areas Larger than 1cm2.

1.

Introduction
Aval anche rnultipl ications in var ious

crystalline

semiconductors have been studied

l)

intensiv eLy' ' .
Ttris is because the se
studies are important both in the material
science under high eLectric fields and in
el-ectronic device applications such as APDs
or IMPATT diodes.
Concerning
amorphous
material s,
?)
1)
"'
Hindl-ey-' and Mott
suggested that the
process may be
avalanche multiplication
included in the
threshold switching
phenomenon in thin
filrns of amorphous
chaLcogenide semicond,r"torr4)
Recently,
the avalanche multiplication
has been
in
amorphous Se (a-Se)
ob served
photoconductive targets of image pick up
5'l
tubes-' and the ionization rates in the
6\
targets were determined-' .
In the present paperr w€ report the
measurements of the avalanche multiplication
effect in a-Se sandwich cel-ls with blocking
contacts. The ionization rates have been
obtained from the thickness dependence of
Ttre obtained
the multipLication factor.
el-ectric fieLd dependence of the electron

i.onization rate is far stronger than that of
Ref.6). Uniform multiplication over areas
of 1"r2 r", observed in the characteristics
of the avalanche type image pick up tube.
2. Experimental

Itre structure of the sample is

schematically in

shown

l.
Ttre semitransparent Cr el-ectrode is deposited by the
sputtering method on a glass substrate. The
CeO., layer r*rich is a hole blocking layer
2
and the a-Se layer

Fig

are

.

successively

vacuum

deposited in the same chamber. ltre
thicknesses of the a-Se layers are changed
from 0.5pm to 4pm. A small amount of LiF is
doped in the a-Se in the vicinity of the
CeO, Layer. Ttris doped Layer, which acts as

Fig.l Scheoatic view of the

sandwich

cell.

a positive space charge region, weakens the
electric fieLd at the boundary with the @OZ
layer. As a result, injection of holes from

the hole initiated currents, and those in
(b) to the electron initiated currents. Ttle
dark currents measured at 5 seconds after
removing the iLlurnination at each field are
also pLotted in Fig.2(a) .
Since rhe
transparencies of the electrodes sLightly
d if fered fronr each sampl-e ,
the 1 ight

the Cr electrode is prevented more
effectively. Finally, the sandwich cel-L
structurp is compl-eted by the deposition of
a semi-transparent Ar electrode. The Au/Se
j,:nction forms the electron blocking
contact. The effective cell area is 3r*2.
Ttre a-Se layer is biased so as to the
Cr electrode side becomes positive, and the
sample is illtminated by the monochromatic
light of 400rsr. Because of the large
absorption coefficient of a-Se at this nave
?\
length'/, the f.ight is absorbed in the a-Se
layer within a depth of about 500;, from the
illtrminated side. Ttrerefor, the resulting
currents can be treated as hoLe initiated
currents and electron initiated currentg
under the illumination through the Cr and

intensity rras adjusted so as to fit the
saturation l-evel of the photocurrent density
to 100 nA/ clo?.
Photocurrents increase rapidly with
increasing eLectric field and tend to
saturate for a certain field range. In this
region, the photoconductive quantum
efficiency almost reaches unity for 400rm
wavelength LightT). Then the photocurrents
increase again for fields higher than
-6A V/*t and 1. 2x10"V/cm for the hole
0. 8x10"
and the electron initiated currents,
respectively. lhe photoconductive quantum
efficiency is about 40 at the electric field
A
of 1.4x10" V/cn for the a-Se layer wtrich has
the thickness of lpm. The rate of increase
of the photocurrent in this region is the
more rapid for the thicker a-Se Layer. On
the other hand, the dark currents dont t show
such rapid increases in the measured fieLd
range. Ttrese significant features can't be

the Au el-ectrodes, respectively.
3.Results and Discussion
3-1 Current-electric field characteristics
Ttre current
el ec tr ic
field
characteristics of a-Se for various film
thicknesses are shown in Fig.2(a) and (b).
Ttre photocurrents shown in (a) correspond to
d(pm)
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indicated that the avaLanche
multiplication takes pLace in the
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fig.2 ELectric field

expLained by the space charge
limited current, which shows the
opposite thickness dependencer or
the carrier injection from the
electrode.
It
is
clearly
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of (a)hole initiated
photo currents, dark currents, and (U)electron
initiated photo currents.
dependences
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electron ionization

The hole and the eLectron
ionization rates ( I and o ) have
been calculated from the thickness
dependence of the multiplication
factor. Here r ![€ assumed the
position independent ionization

characteristics of the image pick up tube.
Ttreir result for B is in good agreement with
the expression presented here. 0'n the other

105

?rd

F

S
o
(lt

hand, their resul-t for q, has much smaller
fietd dependence than that of this work.
One of the reason of the disagreement may be
the difference of the sanple structure.
Ttre ionization rates of a-Se obtained
here are re-plotted wittr those of typical
crystalline semicondn"tor"l) in Fig.4. Note
that the ionization rates of a-Se have the
strongest L/E dependence, and large
ionizations in a-Se arise onLy at higher
electric field, even though the band Brn t*
of a-Se is smalLer than that of crystalline
SiC. Ttre field dependence of the ionization
rate can be written approximately as
exp(-E . /eBl) where E. is the threshold
l'1
energy for ionization, and 1 is the optical
phonon mean free pattrS )
In amorphous
semiconductors E. may not be so larger than
Eg', since there is no requirement for
momentum conservation. Itterefore, it is
suggested that the strong 1/E dependence of
the ionization rate in a-Se is caused by ihe
short mean free path of carriers.
It can be also seen from Fig.4 that the
ratio of the hole ionization rate to the
electron ionization rate , K=B/a,, is very
l-arge in case of a-Se. It reaches about 100
in the field of 1x106v/cn. These are
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Fig.3 Ilole and electron ionizatiorl rates for
a-Se. the solid lines show the least
squares

fittings.

rates. The results are shown in Fig.3, in
l*rich o and B are plotted in relation to the
reciprocal eLectric field L/8. Both o and B
have single exponential dependence on L/E
over the entire range of the applied
electric fields. The solid lines in the
figure show the least squares fittings wtrich
are expressed as
c =3.8x107"*p(-r. sxtoT/r)
and

6

cm-1

6.

=8.8xl0"exp(-8.7x10"/E) cm-l^
for 1.0x106v/"r s E s 1.5x106v /m. Taketoshi
6)
et al."' also obtained the ionization rates
from the hole initiated current
F
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Fig.4 Ionization rates for a-Se (our work)
and some crystalline
( fron Ref. l).

M

Fig.5 Plots of excess noise factor vs.
avalanche nultiplication factor in
a-Se layer wittr different thicknesses.

semiconductors
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essential to the 1ow excess noise feature of
avalanche photo diodes9). Figure.5 shows
the excess noise factor F vs.
the
multiplication
factor M for various a-Se
layer thicknesses calcuLated from the
obtained expression for the ionization
rates. I{ere, F is defined as
_t -=2eI ,)
I
M-FB.
-3rs'
where I_- is the mean square shot noise
n
current,'s I_ is the input current, and B is
the bandwidth. Ttre broken line shows the
ideal excess noise factor, i.e.
for K=oo.
If the thickness of the avalanche tayer is
2pm and the multiplication
factor is 10,
then F=2,2 for
a-Se vhile F=2.7 for
( calculated
crystalline
Si
from the
expression in Ref ,10).
Ttris indicates the
1ow excess noise feature of the a-Se.
3-3 Application to image pick up tube
lle appl ied the a-Se photoconduc tive
target with 1 inch in diameter to an
aval anche type image pick up t,.rb"5 ) .
Typical images on a monitor r,*rich nere
reproduced by the aval-anche type image pick
up tube and a conventional one are shown in
Fig.6.
From the figure,
much higher
sensitivity compared with the conventional
image pick up tube and the low excess noise

feature can be understood. It was also
found that the avaLanche multiplication in
a-Se occurs uniformly over the scanning area
r*rich is larger than 1"r2.
4. Conclusion

Avalanche multiplication
r^ras achieved
for the first time in an a-Se sandwich ce11.
Ttre eLectric field
dependences of hole and
electron ionization rates were obtained. At
the electric field of l.2xl06 V/cm, the
ionization rates are about l.4xl02 /cm and
?
6.3x10- /cm for electron and ho1e,
respectively. Because of the large ratio of
the hole ionization rate to the e1'ectron
ionization rate, the excess noise by the
avalanche multiplication
in a-Se is rather
smal- 1
compared to
that o f t ypic al
crystalline semiconductors. Ttre a-Se target
rdas applied to the photoconductive target of
an image pick up tube and extremeLy high
sensitivity with good uniformity over the
scanning area was obtained.
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